Abstract. In mathematics education, understanding the concepts of given domains in terms of conceptual and procedural knowledge is essential. We have developed a framework for case study of children studying mathematical logic and related concepts using the automated theorem proving software Theorema. Theorema allows the user to organize mathematical knowledge as hierarchies of interdependent theories. Here, we present a framework for exploring the different inference processes of children studying mathematical logic using the Theorema software's automated proof generator.
Introduction
In our previous study, test problems were developed to elucidate and distinguish between conceptual and procedural knowledge relating to ratios, and express the thought processes of children mathematically [1] . Conceptual knowledge problems are those that contain no numbers and thus require approaches based primarily on concepts. Procedural knowledge problems are those that contain numbers and thus require approaches based primarily on procedures. This study seeks to extend these findings by a theorem prover. Automated theorem proving (ATP) is a subfield of automated reasoning and mathematical logic, focusing on the proving of mathematical theorems using computer programs.
Symbolization of Inference Process
The symbols, operators and laws of inference are now defined. Note that if A is equivalent to B, A -> B, then if A is equivalent to T, then B is also equivalent to T. Here, we denote equivalence with a horizontal line. Let x, y, z, a, b, c, and d be nonnegative variables, and let f(x) be a function of x, where x = y, x > y, or x < y. We refer to the function f of the variable x as the "expression". The focus here is on the inference processes of children, and we allow the use of operations on the variables, and assume the operation rules to be equivalent to inference rules. We define the unit and zero elements, the reflective, symmetric and transitive laws, the inference rules, and the inference laws for operations on the variables.
Below are the symbols for the number of events, elementary events, and the probability in a trial of drawing one lot from a set containing winning and losing lots and, in a different trial, the probability of drawing one lot each from sets A and B (an "A lot" and a "B lot", respectively) with both sets containing winning and losing lots. The variable x can represent one of, or a combination of, n(X), n(Y), n(S), P(X), or P(Y).
The notation for the variables, events, and outcomes considered here are shown in the table, including the total number of lots, number of winning lots, number of losing lots, probability of winning, and probability of losing.
We assume that the propositions to be considered in the probability comparison tasks will require both conceptual and procedural knowledge related to ratios. Both kinds of knowledge contain the three contextual categories of ratios, comparative quantity, and base quantity.
We consider the following test problem which requires ratio-related conceptual and procedural knowledge. A 1 , B 2 and C 3 -> D 2 We prove this proposition as a theorem with the Theorema system in the next section.
The Case Study
We present a case study using the Theorema system which explores the inference process of children solving mathematical logic problems. This is a part of a project currently being conducted in Konan University. The Theorema system allows algorithms to be expressed using the predicate logic of the Mathematica programming language.
We can use this "Theorema language" [3] to express propositions from set theory. We use only the basic operations defined earlier. The syntax, including all symbols, is interpreted unambiguously by the Theorema parser into Theorema's internal representation.
The input is then translated so as to be compatible with the Mathematica system. To prove the above proposition, we require additional definitions. The following input definitions (necessary definitions) are necessary for proving the above proposition with the Theorema software ( Figure  1(a) ). We use these necessary conditions and definitions to derive the knowledge base (Figure 1(b) ). From the knowledge base we can then obtain the proof (Figure 1(c) ). The interpolating propositions can then be computed by solving the inclusion relations from set theory. However, there are better algorithms for finding the interpolating propositions (Figure 1(d) ). We define the laws and rules introduced earlier under this new framework, and then prove the above proposition as a theorem. Here, P denotes that the probability of winning lottery A is high.
Because the full input and output for the program is quite long, here we only show some key extracts (Figure 2(a)-2(d) ). 
Conclusion
The Theorema expression language allows the proof of abstract concepts. We showed that theorem proving is compatible with computing.
